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Matters came to a head for the Scottish
surface coal industry in 2013 when
Scottish Coal (Scottish Resources
Group) and ATH (Aardvark) folded.

With these companies in
administration, it soon became dear
that there was insufficient bond money
to restore Sites to anything like full
pre-mine condition.

A Coal Task Force was formed by
the Scottish Government and one
of the issues highlighted was the
contractual arrangements between
the land-owning community and coal
mining companies.

Understandably, little is known
about the commercial contracts
drawn up between landowner. tenant
and operator. However. joint liability
responsibilities exist and, in the light
of industry insolvencies, landowners
are urge? to move with caution in
considering any new arrangements
with operators.

The task force has now met nine
times and while it is close to reaching
the conclusion of its core work
further challenges remain. It is keen
to emphasise that not only must sites
be well managed, but it is important
that landowners and communities
have full knowledge of what goes on
behind the weighbridge.

Fergus Ewing MSP. Minister for
Business, Energy and Tourism, said:
"No one can be complacent about

Sites. New Sites may be few
between right now. but I am
domestically produced coal still
part to play in our energy mix.

"Scottish Land & Estates mF'mrlPr<;

have a crucial role in assuring
decisiorrtakers that they are
of their obligations.
their agents have a full and
part to play during site nnprCltinrl1<;
in negotiating legal :In,-oo,,,,,,,,tcl:lnr

securing financial guarantees,
beyond into restoration and

"I am keen that we are all

and when new sites are rnrnrrli"c:inn"rl

"Full restoration is good I

sense for bringing estates back
former or productive uses:

Scottish Land & Estates

Officer for Environment Anne Gray,
said: "It is important that members
ensure they are completely satisfied
with the arrangements, financial
and practical. for restoration of land
following lease to a surface coal
operator or for any other land use that
has a substantial impact on the land
and surrounding communities:

Scottish Land & Estates members
are welcome to contact their planning
authority or the Scottish Government
on any aspect of this article. Site
operations on their holdings or other
matter regarding surface coal mining.

Contact Anne Gray: Policy Officer
(Environment) telephone 0131
6535400 or email anne.gray@
scottishlandandestates.co.uk

Scottish Government contact
Graham Marchbank. Planning and
Architecture Division, Victoria Quay:
Edinburgh EH6 6QQ.

An extended version of this
article is available at www
scottishlandandestates.co.uk
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New rent revie
Scottish Land & Estates has
worked with the other industry
bodies and the Independent
Tenant Farming Adviser to issue
guidance on the negotiation and
conduct of rent reviews.

This new guidance replaces
that issued in July 2014, and
extends the concept of a
systematic procedure based on
full transparency of data sources.

It retains but simplifies the

guidance issued

good practice.

guidance, which is availa
the Independent Tenant

to it as appropriate.
At the launch of the g

David Johnstone, Chairman
of Scottish Land & Estates,
said: "Our organisation
wholeheartedly supports
initiatives such as this which
aim to bolster confidence and
collaboration across the industry.

"The Scottish Government's
own research demonstrates that
in the vast majority of cases,
relationships between landlords
and tenants are good.

"However, we also recognise
there are exceptions and this
guidance should help resolve any
differences quickly and amicably.

"We firmly believe there is a
lot more that unites the industry
than divides it and this guidance
shows that when we all work
together constructively, it reduces
the need for continual recourse
to legislation, which is surely in
rio-one's interests."
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